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PRINTER REPAIR ARTICLE

Hidden USB Port on M4555
Formatter
When not on a network, modern laser printers connect to computers
with USB cables. There are two types of USB connectors: a flat rectangular
one (Type A) and a squarish one (Type B). All printer formatters have a port
for this B-type plug, while the computer generally takes an "A."
There are a few formatter boards that have both types of USB port, although this may not be obvious. We have had had customers wanting to
return an M4555 formatter because it had only the type B port and get the
"other version" with both types. In truth, all M4555 formatters have both
types, but the type A port may be hidden behind a plastic overlay (Figure
A). Close inspection will reveal perforations in this overlay, and cutting or
breaking the overlay at the perforations and removing it will reveal the type
A USB port (Figure B), ready for use.
In summary, if you are looking on the formatter for a USB type A port, it
may be necessary to remove a piece of the overlay to access it.
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PRINTER REPAIR ARTICLE

HP LJ M604:
Fuser Drive
Replacement
The fuser drive assembly for the M604/
M605/M606 (and the procedure for removing and replacing it) is very similar to the ones
for the P4015 and M601 series, but with a
few important differences. In this article, we
will cover the complete procedure. Note that
there are some minor differences between the
models – we will note these in the appropriate
places. All photos are of the M604 model.
1 Unplug the power cord and remove the paper cassette and toner cartridge. Cover the
toner cartridge or put it in a dark place, as ambient light can damage the drum.
2 Remove the duplexer or the duplex accessory cover: The printer will have one or the
other of these. In either case, pull it straight
out the back of the printer to remove it, lifting
slightly as you pull if you are removing a duplexer.
3 Remove the rear output bin: Open the bin,
squeeze the hinge pin on your left out of its
mounting hole (Fig. 1, callout a), then rotate
the bin out so that this hinge clears the printer
body, and finally, pull the bin to the left to release the other hinge pin.
4 Remove the tray 2 extension door: Flex the
cover to release the hinge pin on your left
(Fig. 2, callout a), then rotate the cover up
to the horizontal position and pull up on the
right end to release that hinge pin.
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5 Remove the fuser: Squeeze the blue release
tabs (Fig. 2, callout b) and pull the fuser straight
back to remove it. If the printer has recently
been in operation, note that the fuser may be
hot.
6 Remove the right cover: Open the front cover and the cartridge door. Remove two screws
at the rear of the printer (Fig. 3, callout a), then
release three tabs in the front (Fig. 4) and slide
the cover straight back to remove it. Note that
the formatter cover is attached to the right cover, and the two may separate during removal.
Snap them back together if this happens.
7 Remove the top accessory cover: Lift the cover (Fig. 5) straight up to remove it.
8 Remove the top cover.
a. With the cartridge door open, use needle-nose pliers to release the toner-cartridge drive-arm tabs (use care, as these
tabs break easily) (Fig. 6, callout a); then
push the drive-arm back into the printer
to keep it out of the way in the following
steps.
b. Remove three screws from the top rear
(Fig. 7, callout a) and one screw from
each side (Fig. 8, callout a and Fig. 9,
callout a). Note that these side screws are
a different type; make sure to use the correct screws in the correct locations when
re-assembling.
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c. M605x/M606x only: You will have to
remove one ground screw (above the formatter) to release a wire, unplug two cables from the formatter, and release these
cables from the cable guides before removing the cover. Otherwise, the procedure is the same as for the other models.
d. Now lift the cover straight up to remove it.
The service manual talks about releasing
some tabs near the lower rear edge, but
we found that these tabs release themselves if you just apply a little force when
lifting. When re-installing the cover, push
down on the lower rear edge until these
tabs snap into place.
9 Remove the left cover: First remove the left
front inside cover by removing one screw (Fig.
10, callout a) and lifting the cover straight up.
Then release one tab on top (Fig. 11, callout a)
and one tab in front (Fig. 12, callout a), rotate
the top of the cover away from the printer, and
lift straight up to remove it. When re-installing
this cover, make sure to seat the tabs along the
bottom first.
10 Remove the formatter and formatter case:
Open the door of the formatter case and unplug all cables (Fig. 13, callout a). Use particular care with the small flat cable that comes in on
the left (at the bottom of the dashed oval in the
figure). This has a Zero Insertion Force (ZIF) connector that is secured by a hinged retainer. The
retainer must be opened to release the cable!
Now remove two screws (Fig. 13, callout b)
and slide the entire case toward the rear of the
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printer to remove it, remembering to feed
the cables through the holes in the case as
you go.
11 Remove the power supply
a. Remove one screw and release one
tab (Fig. 14, callout b), then slide the
white plastic cassette guide toward the
rear of the printer to remove it.
b. Remove four screws and one grounding screw (Fig. 14, callout a). Note
that these screws are of several different types; make sure to use the correct
screws in the correct locations when reassembling.
c. Unplug seven cables from the dc controller (Fig. 14, callout c). Note that
not all cables circled in the diagram are
to be unplugged. The ones to unplug
are the large white connector at the far
left of the circle (2 red wires and 2 blue
wires), and the six black connectors
whose cables (all violet-colored wires)
are bundled together at the black plastic duct below the board. Once all
cables are unplugged, feed them, together with the cable unplugged from
the lower left corner of the formatter in
step 10, through the duct into the inner
cavity of the printer (Fig. 17, callout a).
d. On the opposite side of the printer, remove two screws (Fig. 15, callout a),
then remove the fan-cover plate and
unplug three cables (Fig. 16, callout a)
below the fan.
e. Remove four screws (Fig. 16, callout
b). Again, note that the screws are of
different types, and heed the previous
warning about re-installing them correctly.
f. Lift the rear of the power supply slightly and pull it out the rear of the printer
(Fig. 18). Take care not to dislodge the
8
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small rubber belts on the feed assembly
that is mounted to the power supply.
12 Remove the fuser drive assembly:
a. At the front of the printer, inside the cartridge cavity, remove two screws (Fig. 19,
callout a). You may want to have screwdrivers of different lengths available – it
will be easier to access these screws if the
screwdriver is neither too long nor too
short. Then remove two screws at the rear
of the printer (Fig. 20, callout a). Now
you can remove the sheet-metal crossbar
that was secured by these four screws.
b. Remove the e-ring and gear from the front
of the fuser drive assembly (Fig. 21, callout a). This gear can be accessed from
either the front or the rear; our photo is
taken from the rear. Note that the new fuser drive assembly will come with this gear
attached. It will have to be removed for installation (of the assembly) and then re-installed. Note the orientation of this gear –
it will fit onto the shaft either way, but only
one way is correct (the protruded portion
of the gear should face the chassis; the ering mounts onto a flush surface).
c. Remove five screws: four inside the cavity
(Fig. 22, callout a, and Fig. 23, callout
a) and one on the right wall of the printer
(Fig. 24, callout a). The screw in Fig. 23
is more easily accessed from the front, as
our photo shows. The screw in Fig. 24 is
not mentioned at all in the service manual, and may not be present in all printers,
but if it is there, it must be removed.
d. Carefully remove the fuser drive assembly
(Fig. 25). Note that the gears are not captive. This will also be true of the new assembly, and in case some of those gears
have been dislodged in shipping, you will
want to keep this one intact for reference.
Tilt it so that the gear side faces up as you
remove it – this should keep the gears

from falling off. NOTE: If neither assembly
has all gears mounted, there is a section
in the Repair Manual showing how to remount them.
Reverse the above steps to re-assemble the
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printer.
NOTE on different versions of the fuser
drive assembly: The M601/M602/M603 fuser drive assembly (RC2-2432-M601) and the
M604/605/606 fuser drive assembly (RM26321) are identical except for the main fuser
drive gear and the post it is mounted on – and
even this gear has the same pitch and number
of teeth on both models. The only difference
in the gears is the diameter of the center hole
(to accommodate the different posts). On the
M601 version of the assembly, the post is longer and fits through the hole in the printer chassis (Fig. 26, callout a). On the M604 version
(Fig. 26, callout b), the post is shorter so that
it is flush with the hole in the printer chassis,
and the end of the post is drilled and tapped
to accommodate the extra screw mentioned
above (the one shown in Fig. 24). We have determined that either model will fit any of these
printers – you will just have to use an extra screw
to mount the RM2-6321.

LPT
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PRINTER REPAIR ARTICLE

Troubleshooting Tray 2 Paper Jams in the P3015
If your P3015 jams when printing from the cassette but not from the multi-purpose tray, follow these steps.

1 Replace the pickup roller (RM1-6323) and
separation pad (RM1-6303).
Liberty Parts Team offers OEM versions of
these.

2 Replace the Tray 2 Pickup Asm (RM1-6268).
Although there are simplex and duplex versions of this assembly, the duplex version
works universally and is our recommendation. LPT stocks OEM versions of both the
simplex and duplex assembly but remanufactures only the duplex.
For instructions on removing the pickup assembly, see Service Edge, Fall 2016 or access
it at lbrty.com

SPECIALS

PRICES VALID THROUGH JULY 31, 2017,
WHILE QUANTITIES LAST

HP MAINTENANCE KIT FOR LASERJET M630
B3M77A-N: $269

HP TRANSFER KIT FOR CP4525/CM4540
CE249A-N: $249

HP TRANSFER KIT FOR M750/M775
CE516A-N: $299.00

HP SERVICE STATION FOR DESIGNJET 500/800
C7769-60374-N: $139.00

LASERJET P2055DN REMANUFACTURED PRINTER
P-CE459A-R: $249.00
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REMANUFACTURED printers & mfps
for desktop or workgroup
P2035n

Monthly Duty Cycle 25,000
Max Speed 30 ppm
Max Original Size Letter

P2055dn

Monthly Duty Cycle 50,000
Max Speed 35 ppm
Max Original Size Letter

P3015dn

Monthly Duty Cycle
100,000
Max Speed 40 ppm
Max Original Size Letter

P4015

Monthly Duty Cycle 225,000
Max Speed 52 ppm
Max Original Size Legal

Thoroughly

4350n

Monthly Duty Cycle 250,000
Max Speed 55 ppm
Max Original Size Legal

9050dn

Monthly Duty Cycle 300,000
Maxt Speed 50 ppm
Max Original Size
12.3 in x 18.5 in

cleaned

Resurfaced and color recoated
Full maintenance kit installed
Firmware upgraded
IP address and page counts wiped
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